The
Philosopher
Queen
Moneca Kaiser sets out to change the world one renovation at a time BY CINDY DEACHMAN
“I’m not materialistic,” states Moneca
Kaiser in a matter-of-fact tone. An odd
assertion, you might think, for a woman who renovates houses for a living.
Aren’t houses the very stuff of materialism, after all? And if so, might Kaiser be turning the renovation industry
upside down? What in the world is her
big idea?
I suppose you could say Kaiser is a visionary. She can certainly open your
eyes to the unexpected, to other possibilities in this world. Kaiser, you see, is
an idealist, but one with her feet planted firmly on the ground. Her pragmatic
side is spent on construction sites, hammer and circular saw in hand, while her

idealistic side ponders big ideas, ideas
to change this world.
Fifteen years ago Kaiser started the
renovation company Moneca Kaiser
Design Build. Today her imaginative
designs can be found around the city
– light and open kitchens with whimsical tile work and backyard decks that
double as sculptural works of art. Over
the years, Kaiser has also developed a
trademark sensuous curve that can be
found in entranceways, both inside and
out. “I take delight in my work,” she
says, before explaining that the key to
building her company these past two
decades was trust.
Trust is a critical element when you’re

Moneca Kaiser is a
licensed carpenter and
a contractor, one of the
few women in a maledominated trade. She
refers to her style as
“construction couture”

working collaboratively, getting to
know clients and, in doing so, discovering their needs and wants. Kaiser takes
pleasure in establishing strong bonds
with her clients. Only then, she says,
does she feel that she will know how to
satisfy their dreams. And she’ll go all
out too. Even when someone is already
satisfied with how a project is progressing, Kaiser says, she often feels compelled to push further, to come up with
even better ideas, whether it’s a detail
on a mantelpiece or the material used
for a fairly ordinary garden-variety
fence.
Not that anything in Kaiser’s world is
ever of the garden-variety. Look up
to the ceiling of one project, and revel
in the sinuous curve separating two
rooms. Wander down a secret flagstone
pathway in one of Kaiser’s backyards,
and end up at a tea house that looks as
though it might have been imported
from Kyoto. In another garden overlooking water sits an ornate Victorianstyle pavilion – a refuge, constructed
right down to the last tiny detail.
A born voluptuary, Kaiser says she
has always been instinctively drawn
to sensuous constructions and beautiful materials. As part of one project,
she remembers cladding what had been
a bucket-like tub with slats of wood,

recalling the ancient baths of Japan.
Another job saw her spend hours piecing together thousands of glass beads
to create an exuberant gold-and-green
mosaic backsplash in a kitchen.
However, while Kaiser does revel in
aesthetics, this is not her be-all and
end-all. For someone who derives such
pleasure out of this material world,
with its slate, bamboo, glass beads, and
birch, Kaiser is remarkably unattached
to it all. She thinks of her designs purely as a means to an end, the end point
being the satisfaction of her clients,
though she puts it more eloquently.
“My job is to make home what home is
supposed to be.”
This Kaiser transforms space into oasis. She knows everyone needs to chill.
And whether “chill” means a solitary
space or a social space, a refuge is most
necessary. Your idea of a refuge might
be a cozy den in which to peruse your
New York Times in peace or perhaps a
shady deck to which you can invite your
brothers for a beer. Maybe it’s a living
room in which to entertain or simply
a garden in which to dream away the
whole afternoon. The goal, though, is
always the same. After spending time
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Moneca Kaiser is known for her
one-of-a-kind decks and fences.
She has also garnered accolades for
her volunteer and was a recipient
of the prestigious Y Women of
Distinction Award in 2009.

in that space, you emerge refreshed,
ready to take on the world once again.
Kaiser believes that crucial sense of
well-being is catching, infectious. This
makes sense: we all know, for instance,
that kids who have emotional stability will generally carry their sense of
equilibrium to the world outside their
family. In the same way, Kaiser hopes
clients can take to the outside world the
happiness they derive from their home.
You can emerge from your house ready
to take on the world and pass that positive energy along.
It’s an intriguing philosophy. Look
around you. The world as we know
it operates within a system of natural
laws, natural forces. Gravity, for example, is one. You throw a ball up, knowing it must come down. Think of communication as a natural law. When, for
instance, you get yourself in a panic,
everyone around you is affected. One’s
mood, be it one of frustration, quiet, or
mad passion, sets off a chain reaction.
Kaiser wants to take this law of communication and use it to turn things
around. Not as a prescription, but as
an evident law, just like gravity. She
intends to use this law to create design

that eases living and, in turn, transforms
people’s outlooks. Kaiser believes this
law may even be the key to creating a
world that thrives. The way she figures
it, once people feel freer, they will give
more of themselves to others and to this
earth. The result? A more sustained
(and sustainable) world.
Seems that Moneca Kaiser wants to
turn this old world right on its head.
How’s that for a big idea?
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